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Introduction

About Arc

The purpose of this report

2020
Team Members (TMs): 568
Full-time Employees (FTEs): 13

2021
Team Members (TMs): 135
Full-time Employees (FTEs): 14

The data was collected in 2021 via our annual
diversity survey and compared to our 2020 data set.
Number of employees that responded:

While fewer responses were received in 2021 from
team members, we are exploring how we can
improve the response rate in the future.

Context for the report
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This report serves as an insight into the workforce at
Arc, for both full-time employees and our team
members - that is what we call our temporary agency
workers. It also shares our internal Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion (DE&I) initiatives that are being
implemented across the business. 

Reducing inequalities in the hospitality industry, 
Encouraging people to take climate action, 
Helping people with barriers to employment to
get into work. 

We are Arc, a recruitment and staffing agency that is
shaping the world of flexible work into a better place
for all. We are doing this through our Impact Strategy,
which focuses on: 

We recognise that measuring diversity and inclusion
across our business and being transparent about
areas we can improve is an important part of our
journey to be a more diverse and inclusive company. 



2021 Highlights

Arc created this position to oversee the
implementation of our Impact Strategy
with all its goals. As the title states, the
focus is given equally to social and
environmental impact. The officer is
supported by a team of Sustainability
Champions across the business, who are
collaboratively making Arc a more diverse
and inclusive space. 

Environment & Social
Impact Officer hired

Introduction to DE&I
Unconscious Bias
Inclusive Language at the Workplace

To achieve the big goals in our Impact
Strategy, we know that first we needed to
train our full-time employees on DE&I
topics. We started with the training topics
listed below, with the aim of creating our
own in-house training in the long term so
we can fully support our team members
with any diversity and inclusion issues:

Training our team 

We want to lead our industry to make recruitment and staffing fairer for everyone. To achieve this
we're starting with making changes in our own business, to ensure we provide a supportive and
inclusive environment for every team member, including our own employees. 
In 2021 the key activities we took in our business included:
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We first started our internal DE&I
conversation with a third party advisor
called Be Inclusive Hospitality, who also
provided our first DE&I training. We then
took a step further and started a partnership
with Your D+I to oversee the creation of our
internal DE&I strategy. We have a lot of
exciting things planned for 2022 
in collaboration with Your D+I. 

Starting the
conversation



Our 2020-2021 findings demonstrate that there
is far greater diversity across our team members
than in our full-time team. This is something we
recognise we must address as we want our full-
time team to reflect the diversity of our team
members. 

30% of Arc's team members self-identify as
being from a racial or ethnic minority. We
recognise how important it is to improve diversity
in our own FTE team and find ways to support our
TMs and advocate for anti-discrimination across
the industry. 

The following findings give us important
information about the people at Arc. We're keen
to continue to build and support our diverse
community and seek to create more
opportunities for people from diverse
backgrounds to join us as TMs and FTEs. We
know that teams work best when people are
empowered to be themselves, contribute to
decisions and let their voices be heard. 

Findings

30% of our TMs identify as being from a racial or
ethnic minority, while all of our FTEs identify as
white.

Race
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Close to two-thirds of our FTEs are women, while
just over half of TMs are women. We welcomed
an increase in transgender people this year. 

Gender 

Most people in our FTE team are in the 22-29 age
range, while our TMs are most commonly aged
16-21.

Age

Fewer than 10% of TMs and no FTEs said they
have a disability.

Disability

Christianity is the most common religion across
all Arc people, closely followed by no religion.

Religion & Belief

We see a variety of sexual orientations at Arc,
with 24% of TMs and 28.5% of FTEs identifying
as LGBT+

Sexual orientation
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Age
We had more young team members working for
us in 2021, than in 2020.  There were 6% more
TMs aged 16-21, while the number of TMs in the
22-29 age bracket dropped by 9% in 2021. We
expect that this may be due to the easing of the
pandemic restrictions as the majority of
students returned to universities and were
looking for temporary jobs for extra income. 

16 – 21 22 – 29 30 – 39 40 – 49 50 – 59 60 – 64

TMs 2020 FTEs 2020 TMs 2021 FTEs 2021

80% 

60% 

40% 

20% 

0% 
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Disability

No disability Disability

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

TMs 2020 

FTEs 2020 

TMs 2021 

FTEs 2021 

None of our full-time employees told us that
they have a disability in the last two years.
However 7% and 8% of our team members
indicated that they have a disability in 2020 and
2021.

Most full time employees are in their 20s and
30s. This is partly due to the nature of roles
offered to be appealing to those who were
straight out of university or looking for their first
job. However, this is changing, as more
progression and development routes have been
mapped in our latest 5-year plan, which was
shared internally with our team.

We can see that the full-time employee data
shows a 20% drop in the 22-29 age bracket in
2021, while we got a 13% increase in the 30-39
bracket. In 2021 we had 7% of staff aged
between 40-49 years, compared with no-one in
that age category the previous year. We are
keen to continue to employ people from diverse
age groups, to promote mentoring and career
progression. 

While some jobs we offer to our team members
may require full physical mobility, not all
disabilities are visible to the naked eye. We want
all Arc people to feel able and supported to tell
us about any disability, so we can take proactive
measures. This includes talking to our clients in
advance to be prepared to anticipate any needs
or special requirements our staff have. 

The same goes for our full-time team. We aim
to have fully accessible offices across all hubs
by 2023.



White Black Asian Mixed Prefer not to say

TMs 2020 FTEs 2020 TMs 2021 FTEs 2021
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Race
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For the past two years our full-time team has
lacked any diversity, as 100% of our FTEs are
white. However, we recognise that this is a
challenge we must address and we have
focused on hiring more diverse staff in 2021/22,
which we hope will mark a step change in our
team's diversity in future.  

Our team members are significantly more
diverse than our full-time team. Diversity
among TMs increased in 2021, with 54% of
TMs identifying as black, Asian or of a mixed
ethnic minority background, compared with
49% in 2020. During this time, the percentage
of white team members remained stable across
the years at  45%, while 5% fewer people chose
the option 'prefer not to say'. 

Arc has anti-discrimination policies in place, and
we are working to be a fully anti-racist
company. In 2021 we partnered with a charity
The Mix who provided our TMs support with
their mental health and supported them on
topics around discrimination, racism and
homelessness. Meanwhile internally, all senior
managers received training in mental health to
better support our team members. 

Christianity Nonreligious Islam Hinduism  Sikhism
African traditional and Diasporic Jainism Judaism Buddhism

Prefer not to say

TMs 2020 FTEs 2020 TMs 2021 FTEs 2021

60% 

40% 

20% 

0% 

Religion 
Christianity is the most common religion across
all Arc people. This is closely followed by no
religion,  which was the most common category
for full-time employees in 2021. 

As Arc is aiming to be inclusive for all, we have
set a goal for our offices to be fully accessible
by 2023. While the majority of our full-time
employees currently fall under the non-religious
and no disability categories, we are keen to
create a safe and inclusive space for all our
team members and guests when they visit. This
means we will look to provide access to
facilities to support different religious beliefs
and faiths. Beyond this, we'll also address any
mobility-related accessibility issues and provide
facilities for new parents such as breastfeeding
rooms. 
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71%

29%
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31%
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41%
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Gender equality is important at Arc, as we want
to provide equal opportunities to everyone.  Our
gender pay equality data shows that women
earned equal to, and even slightly more than
men in at Arc for the last two years. In 2020/21
women earned £1.02 for every £1 that men
earned when comparing median hourly pay. This
means women's median hourly pay is 1.6%
higher than men’s.

Women Men
£1.25 

£1 

£0.75 

£0.5 

£0.25 

£0 

Gender 
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The number of women in our full-time team
increased slightly in 2021, while the number of
female team members dropped by 5%
compared to 2020. We welcomed more TMs
who identified as non-binary in 2021, growing
our diversity further. 

TMs FTEs
FTEs 2020                                      FTEs 2021

TMs 2020                                      TMs 2021

The illustration below shows the proportion of
women (pink) to men (blue) and non-binary
people  (green) in 2021. Further insight is
needed to find out why women are more
interested in the roles at Arc, how we can
provide support for them, and at the same time
attract more men for full-time positions to
promote fair opportunities and gender equality.
Moreover, we need to make sure we are allies to
non-binary and transgender people and
advocate for anti-discriminatory procedures for
our clients.

We have worked hard to create an inclusive
work environment that can fit around people's
commitments by providing flexible work for our
team members, but also for our full-time and
part-time employees based in the offices.

Female         Male         Non-binary



Heterosexual Pansexual Homosexual Bisexual Other
Prefer not to say

TMs 2020 FTEs 2020 TMs 2021 FTEs 2021
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Same gender as at birth         Gender reassignment 
Prefer not to say 

Our Transgender
Community
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In 2021, we welcomed 1% more transgender
people as team members compared to 2020.  A
further 2% of TMs preferred to not disclose
whether they had a different gender to the one
they were assigned at birth. All of our full-time
employees characterised themselves as having
the same gender as assigned at birth for both
years.

Research shows that only 7% of UK
organisations are prepared to welcome
transgender people in an inclusive manner. This
statistic has had a strong impact on us and we
are striving to be an active ally. We will
challenge any bullying or harassment of a
person of gender reassignment by and for
anyone in our community or our wider
stakeholders. 

Arc operates with a zero-tolerance policy for
any form of microaggression, harassment or
bullying and anyone can always raise their
concerns with our in-house People, Welfare &
Compliance  Manager (see back page of this
report for contact details).

data to better measure and monitor the
engagement and satisfaction of LGBT+ people
in our community. 

We at Arc are keen to create a positive and safe
environment where our employees can bring
their whole selves to work. It's great to see that
our full-timers feel confident sharing their
sexual orientation, and we are working hard to
create the same safe space for our team
members going forward. 

Sexual
Orientation

FTEs 2020                                      FTEs 2021

TMs 2020                                      TMs 2021

We see a variety of sexual orientations at Arc,
with 24% of TMs and 28.5% of FTEs identifying
as LGBT+. We are keen to get more in-depth
data



Reflections &
Looking Forward
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It is great to see our progress towards
diversity and inclusion across the
business in 2021. We want to continue to
drive proactive change and go further in
2022. 

One of the things that came to light from
this annual survey is the low engagement
from our team members. We believe that
being more transparent about what the
full-time employees are working on
behind the scenes will help to bridge the
gap in engagement with our activities.
This report marks the first publicly
shared document outlining our DE&I
journey, and we hope our team members
will see the value in it. 

We realise Arc is currently not reflecting
the diversity of our team members, and
we are on a mission to change that. Not
only does diversity across teams bring
new ideas and ways of thinking, but it
also promotes inclusion and introduces
role models from different backgrounds.
We are fully aware that representation is
key, and having someone that looks
similar to you working in a role that you
aspire to be in can be transformative. We
aim to bring such positive change to all
who are involved with Arc, and
collectively shape the world of flexible
work into a better place for all. 
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While 2021 marked a good start on our diversity and inclusion journey, Arc is
dedicated to going further each year, and we are keen to bring our stakeholders
along on the journey. Below are the key areas we're focusing on in 2022.
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We are always on the lookout for new people who will bring new
ways of thinking into Arc. We especially encourage people from
disadvantaged backgrounds to apply.

A full time team that represents the diversity of  
 our team members 

We are working with Your D+I to cultivate our in-house diversity
calendar that will celebrate Arc people throughout the year. We
are keen to find creative and engaging ways to continue the
conversation on how to be an ally. 

Celebrating diversity at Arc

We are creating a Safe Spaces project, where employees with
mental health training are holding 'open doors' for all employees
to come and talk any issues through, either personal or
professional, in complete confidentiality.  

Establishing safe spaces

Looking Forward
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Through our partnership with Your D+I, we will audit our internal
processes and policies to make sure they are reflecting our
dedication to diversity and inclusion.

Challenging internal processes and policies

While we made a good start on driving the awareness about
DE&I topics and held multiple training sessions in 2021, we want
to go further and continue educating our employees in the
coming years. 

Continuous training 



Thank You for Your Ongoing
Support

Our continuous improvement is key at Arc, so we are always looking for feedback. Feel free to reach
out to us via our website or social media channels.

www.WeAreArc.co.uk

Arc 
61a Bold Street

Liverpool, L1 4EZ
United Kingdom

0151 331 5433
www.WeAreArc.co.uk

Arc operates with a zero-tolerance policy for any form of discrimination, microaggression,
harassment or bullying and anyone can raise their concerns with our in-house People, Welfare &
Compliance  Manager. Contact details can be found on our website or by calling 0151 331 5433. 

WeAreArc

@WeAreArc

@WeAreArc

Monika Szabova, BA, MSc (she/her)
Environment & Social Impact Officer 
MonikaSzabova@WeAreArc.co.uk

Contact for feedback 

https://www.wearearc.co.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/arc-hospitality-recruitment/
mailto:Monikaszabova@archospitality.co.uk

